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Answer the following in brief
(1)

What is difference
computers ?

(2)

What is UNICOI

(3)

What is EEPROM ?

(4)

List different types of printers, based on features it
offers.

(5)

What is the function of CPU ?

(6)

What is wiite protect notch ?

(7)

Wh

and 4th generation of

>es microprocessor do ?
t is PDA ?

at is data bus and address bus ?
efine term volatile and nonvolatile.
What is machine cycle ? Give its importance.
(12) Justify, computer is digital device.
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Answer the following questions :
(1)

Write a short note on history of computers.

(2)

Write a short note on palmtop and PDA.
OR

(2)

What is port ? Explain USB port in detail.

Attempt any th re e :
(a)

Explain RAM in detail.

(b)

Explain addressing mode in detail.

(c)

Write a short note on block diagram of
explain its functional units.

(4)

Explain plotters in detail.

Attempt any tw o :
(1)

Write a short note on laser

(2)

Write a short note on

(3)

Write a short note oh

Attempt any six :
(1)

(999) 10 = (?)2

(2)

(BB)16 = (?)

(3)

(3233)8 = (?)lt

(4)

Subtraction : (1!

(5)

Addi

I100)2 - (1000110)2

n : (BCA)^ + (BBA)jg
010)2 + ( 1001)2
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